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Nussbaum:... I think that the language of philosophy has to come back
from the abstract heights on which it so often lives, to the richness of
every day discourse and every day humanity. And it has to listen to the
ways that people talk about themselves, talk about what matters to them
in human life. And one very good wa' to do this is to listen to literature.
Moyers: To stories?
Nussbaum: To stories.'
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Near the end of the Criminal Procedure course that I teach, I assigned
the case of Cuyler v. Sullivan,2 a treacherously complex decision
grounded in the sixth amendment right to conflict-free counsel in criminal trials." While the case demonstrates the intricacies of federal habeas
corpus review of state criminal convictions, 4 1 do not find it absorbing for
that reason. I assign it because the respondent, John Sullivan, having suc-'
cessfully urged his claim before the United States Supreme Court, died
in the jail in which he had spent most of the previous twenty years of his
life.
I know this story because the criminal trial attorney with whom I interned and who later became my partner released me and gave me the
opportunity to work on a historic case with a superlative mentor. This
mentor was John Sullivan's lawyer. I helped draft the response to the
petition for certiorari along with the lawyer's son, who was my contemporary and also a law student.
In the summer between my second and third years of law school, after
leaving court and dispensing with the most pressing telephone messages, I
heard the story of a decade-long involvement in the Sullivan case. The
case involved the murders of a union official and his companion in the
local headquarters of the teamsters union. Three men were indicted for
the murders and were represented by the same two attorneys. The three
accused were tried separately, with Sullivan's case being the first to be
tried. The sufficiency of the Commonwealth's case was marginal, and pretrial strategy among the attorneys and the clients included the determination that as little as possible would be revealed about the defenses, of
the other two co-defendants during Sullivan's trial. As a result, no witnesses were called on Sullivan's behalf, and he himself did not testify.
1. Bill Moyers World of Ideas: Martha C, Nussbaum (public television broadcast, Nov.
16, 1988) (transcript on file with the author).

2. 446 U.S. 335 (1980).
3. U.S. CONST. amend. VI provides "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy
the right ...

to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense."

4. 446 U.S. at 342-45; 28 U.S.C. § 2254 (1988).
5. The United States Supreme Court in Sullivan established the need to demonstrate
that "an actual conflict of interest adversely affected [Sullivan's] lawyer's performance," and
remanded the case to the Third Circuit to "weigh these conflicting contentions under the
proper legal standard." 446 U.S. at 350. The Third Circuit, using the actual conflict standard rather than its previous potential conflict measurement, affirmed the district court,
which had used the correct standard, and granted the writ of habeas corpus. Sullivan v.
Cuyler, 723 F.2d 1077, 1087 (3d Cir. 1983). This order gave the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania the option of releasing the defendant or of retrying him within a prescribed period.
Sullivan's attorney had just lost her petition in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court for bail
pending retrial when Sullivan, who suffered from a heart condition, died.
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One of the co-defendants later indicated that he had been willing to testify for Sullivan's defense, but he was not called. Ironically, Sullivan was
the only one of the three defendants to have been found guilty. One of
the two lawyers involved in the defense of Sullivan provided key testimony in front of the federal magistrate establishing the fact of multiple
representation in which a conflict of interest adversely affected his performance on behalf of Sullivan. s
I learned of the personal betrayals and professional jealousies that
marred the crucial post trial period; of the efforts of one participant to
redeem a perceived ethical failure; of the tenacity and creativity of one
woman, Sullivan's attorney, who took the case pro bono to the Supreme
Court and beyond, and paid me out of her own pocket with my employer
filling in the difference. These talks, and the similar ones that transpired
with the man for whom I worked, engaged and flattered me because my
opinion was sought and heeded. What I heard Ls I listened and questioned, and the conversations I took the next day to the library, to the
transcripts, or to the typewriter, equipped me to work within the rigid
framework of the Supreme Court practice rules with a transcendent commitment to my task. I did not know it then, but I was learning my craft.
The single time I met John Sullivan was in his lawyer's office over the
winter break during my third year in law school. He was a free man pending the outcome of his case in the United States Supreme Court. He was
spending Christmas with his married daughter, who had been a child
when he first went to prison. Heavy, pasty looking, and more than middle-aged, he was suffering from the heart condition that eventually killed
him.
On the day Sullivan died, his lawyer, who was by then my friend, called
and asked me to attend the viewing. I did so with the same people with
whom I had attended the Supreme Court argument six years before: her
son, now in practice with her, and my former law partner, who had again
released me but this time to join the staff of the Defender Association of
Philadelphia. For each of us, the death of this man while still in prison
signalled a loss inaccessible to readers of the eight opinions and the
thousands of words that his legal controversy had generated.' There are
6. See Sullivan v. Cuyler, 723 F.2d ,1077, 1080 (3d Cir. 1983).
7. Aside from ,the United States Supreme Court opinion, Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S.
335, 338 n.2 (1979), the case spawned two opinions of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, see
Commonwealth v. Sullivan, 446 Pa. 419, 286 A.2d 898 (1971) (affirming the conviction by an
equally divided vote) and 472 Pa. 129, 371 A.2d 468 (1977) (denying collateral relief and
reaffirming original conviction); three opinions in the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, see United States ex rel. Sullivan v. Cuyler, 593 F.2d 512 (3d Cir. 1979) (the o'rder
appealed to the Supreme Court by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania granting the writ of
habeas corpus on the possibility that a conflict of interest adversely affected counsel's performance), 631 F.2d 14 (3d Cir. 1980) (on remand from the United States Supreme Court
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undoubtedly sound pedagogical reasons to unravel this controversy with
students who want to learn the strategies of advanced criminal litigation,
but I am just as certain, however, that I do not examine the case for any
of those reasons. I teach and tell the Cuyler v. Sullivan story to remind
myself of what it means to win in the United States Supreme Court.
I know other stories, tell them for other reasons, and experience an
acute ambivalence each time I hear myself recount one to my students.
Examining that ambivalence is disturbing and is similar to the discomfort
all criminal defense lawyers have felt on attempting a serious answer to
the cocktail party query, "How can you defend people who ...?-" Crime
is akin to the weather: something everyone talks about but can do very
little about. I can offer no new insights about the causes or solutions to
the crime problem; I consider those problems beyond the range of my
expertise. My experience, like that of most urban dwellers, includes having had all members of my family victimized by crime. My son was the
most seriously and frequently affected victim. His sense of the security of
the world was radically altered after the last and most violent robbery he
experienced. Had he been able to make an identification, I am certain we
would have pursued the matter throughout the criminal system. I would
have done so without being overly troubled by the contradiction between
my work and my private life, which many nonlawyers detect and question. Perhaps it is that the life of a criminal defense attorney is so fraught
with incongruities that I have lost my ability to appreciate them. I recognize the frailty of the safety in which we must have faith in order to get
up in the morning, and I know that a search for certainty and control is
futile. I can only conclude that others vest this search for certainty and
control in the processes of the law precisely at those times in which they
are in a crisis of uncontrol. Life can be violent and frequently unfair, and
I cannot help that; however, so is the criminal justice system in which I
worked. This system is premised upon a violence in which words become
acts, represent acts, and demand acts. Professor Cover reveals this in his
further remanding for district court to apply new standards of sufficiency of evidence and
conflict of interest as defined by the Supreme Court), and 723 F.2d 1077 (3d Cir. 1983)
(affirming district court's granting of the writ and suspending its execution for sixty days
pending the Commonwealth relisting the case for trial or appealing); and two opinions in
the district court, see 530 F. Supp. 1353 (E.D. Pa. 1982) (remanding for evidentiary hearing
before the magistrate) and 553 F. Supp. 1236 (E.D. Pa. 1982) (ad6pting magistrate's report
and recommending that the writ issue under the new standard of review that an actual
conflict of interest adversely affected Sullivan's trial attorney's performance on his behalf).
In addition to the reported opinions, the case had one evidentiary hearing in the Pennsylva-

nia Court of Common Pleas and two before the magistrate acting for the federal district
court, see Sullivan v. Cuyler, 723 F.2d 1077, 1080-82 (3d Cir. 1983).

8. James Kunen wrote a book to answer that question. See J. KUNEN, "How CAN YOU
DEFEND THOSE PEOPLE?" THE MAKING OF A CRIMINAL LAWYER

(1983).
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observation "for judges also deal pain and death," distinguishing legal
from literary interpretation. The realization that this system, over which
we lawyers have a measure of the control that we lack in life, should not
be permitted to obscure that violence 0 and unfairness for the sake of an
illusory security is part of what led me to do criminal defense work."
When I practiced criminal law and shared my experiences and trust
with similarly inclined people, I viewed storytelling as the essential means
of circulating wisdom, reaffirming commitment, and restoring hope. Now
that I teach criminal law to a varied group of young men and women,
some of whom will undoubtedly become prosecutors and some of whom
will never go near a criminal courtroom in any capacity, I have a different
set of concerns. My obligations as a teacher may oppose my original commitment to defending those accused of crime. In considering this role of
teacher, I have to ask myself if the desire to recreate and reinterpret a
criminal text from experience is pertinent, proper, or rigorous enough to
challenge the assumptions inherent in the casebook method. Must I balance my presentation? Am I bound to be disloyal to my own beliefs and
experience? Should I tell all I know? Must I reveal how I know it? This
Article examines the meaning of the tradition of storyelling in defending
individuals accused of crime and in speaking about defending them. It
also explores the conflict between the need, and perhaps the obligation, of
telling the truth as we have known and experienced it, and the need, and
perhaps the obligation, of protecting that knowledge from an indifferent
and potentially hostile audience. Finally, this Article describes some of
the reasons for telling stories from the perspective of the criminal defense
attorney and some of the attributes of effective storytelling.
My experience with legal storytelling began in law school before I had
acknowledged my own preference for criminal law. By the term "war
story" we law students meant an anecdote from the mysterious world of
9. Cover, The Bonds of ConstitutionalInterpretation:Of the Word, the Deed and the
Role, 20 GA. L. REv. 815, 818 (1986).
10. This violence is evoked brilliantly by Professor Robert Cover in his work on constitutional interpretation, in which he states:
Constitutional interpretation, therefore, can never be "free." It can never stand as
the function of an understanding of the text or word alone. Constitutional interpretation is a form of bonded interpretation, bound at once to practical application, to the deeds it implies, and to the ecology of jurisdictional roles, the conditions of effective domination.
Id. at 820-21.
11. See, e.g., J.M. CONLEY & W.M. BARR, RULES VERSUS RELATIONSHIPS: THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF LEGAL DlSCOURSE (1990), [hereinafter LEGAL DISCOURSE]. The authors display the
recognition that concern for process, in the sense of permitting litigants to be heard and
understood, informs the lay participant's sense of the fairness of the legal system frequently
even more than the outcome. Id. at 126-30.
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practice told by a professor who once had been something other than an
academic. Whether prompted unbidden by the assigned material or by
our successfully distracting the professor from the casebook, these tales
performed one major function from our point of view: They got us off the
Socratic hook. No one would be called on for as long as it took to tell the
story. We quickly learned who could be seduced away from the syllabus
with the same plea that as children had bought us a few precious minutes
before bedtime-"Tell us a story."
Although varying widely in quality and significance, these stories were
frequently interesting and sometimes compellingly so. They were usually
well told by someone with both the direct experience of the law and the
deftness with words to recreate experience unmitigated by the dry appellate discourse that was the rhetoric of our education. Second, these stories, told in the teller's voice,"' enlightened us about the teller himself,
who was a subject of intense and unsatisfied speculation. Finally, because
they were spoken, the stories were ephemeral, appearing and disappearing between the lines of the cases, which were the only true reality of our
instruction. But as nothing turned upon these stories, no exam and no
knowledge deemed necessary for our legal transformation, we concluded
they were utterly irrelevant. They were mere diversion from more serious
pursuits.1 To reveal and illustrate is the first and perhaps most common
purpose of storytelling, a purpose that defense attorneys share with any
legal narrator.
Having rapidly learned not only to discount the subjective but also to
mistrust it, I knew that law school survival meant ignoring any visceral
chord struck in me by the cases I read. Not surprisingly, this suppression
of subjectivity is a learnable skill whose mastery accounts for much of the
pain students experience in the first year of law school.' I learned to
begin my case analysis in the exact place in the opinion where my interest
waned. I privately marveled, however, at the ability of professors to take
the most blood-curdling, angry, and bizarre set of facts and begin class
12. See Getman, Voices, 66 Tax. L. REv. 577, 582 (1988) for the definition of "professional voice" and the failure of law schools to recognize "human voice."

13. This situation has changed profoundly, and this Article would have remained unconceived and unarticulated but for that change. Several law reviews have devoted entire issues
to the subject of storytelling. See, e.g., Legal Storytelling, 87 MiCm. L. Rzv. 2073-2494
(1989); Symposium: The Pedagogy of Narrative, 40 J. LEGAL EDUc. 1-250 (1990). The recognition of storytelling as a teaching tool may simply be an expression of what we have always

known and done.
14. The difference between the layman and the lawyer includes the language and the
concerns beneath the language. "It is our intention in this book to examine two types of
legal discourse: first, the largely written discourse of judges, lawyers and scholars about law

and legal doctrine; and second, what the participants in legal institutions are saying." LEGAL
DiscouRsE, supra note 11, at 2.
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with a question about the difference between a judgment n.o.v. and a demurrer. That objectivity might merely be a point of view rendered legitimate by some process very similar to law school, and the possibility that
it might not be synonymous with neutrality but with impersonality had
not yet occurred to me."5 I did intuit, as did many of my peers, that disregarding the emotional content of the cases we studied was a way of controlling the ill-designed, messy, and irrational reality of human disputes.
Yet the successful criminal attorney must retain a sense of the emotional
content of the facts with which the case is concerned before that attorney
can hope to understand the process upon which the accused's future depends. Having suppressed the urge to be personal or subjective for the
duration of law school, I spent my first years in practice reacquiring that
capacity. The desire not to lose that capacity again is probably central in
choosing the stories I tell. The second reason to tell stories is to restore
the affective elements to the discourse-to give the accused a human face
and identity.
But there are other more academic reasons to tell the stories of my life
as a defense lawyer. My classmates also experienced the problems I have
described. Some of my classmates had more difficulty with them than
others. As I gravitated rapidly and permanently towards criminal defense
work, however, another problem emerged in law school. As I studied appellate case after case, I read the stories of trials proceeding humorously,
stupidly, and sometimes going tragically awry. From the starving survivors of the English vessel Mignonette,1 6 to the teenaged Russian Roulette
players, 17 the voice of the defense and the skill of the successful trial lawyer went unheard. The reason was so simple and striking that it eluded
15. See, e.g., MacKinnon, Feminism, Marxism, Method, and the State: An Agenda for
Theory, 7 SIGNS: J. WOMEN IN CULTURE & Soc'y 515, 541 (1982) ("Objectivity is the methodological stance of which objectification is the social process."); see also West, Love, Rage
and Legal Theory, 1 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 101, 103 (1989) ("For most, if not all, contemporary jurisprudence, the neutrality that justice definitionally requires precludes the sense of
engagement, identification, connection, participation, shared victimization, and collective
rage that inform feminist conceptions of justice.").
16. See The Queen v. Dudley and Stephens, 14 Q.B.D. 273 (1884), in which the crucial
fact, that the sentence of death for the cannibalistic murder of the cabin boy was commuted, appears in a footnote at the very end of the opinion. Id. at 288 n.2.
17. See Commonwealth v. Malone, 354 Pa. 180, 47 A.2d 445 (1946), in which the seventeen-year old defendant was sentenced to five to ten years for pulling the trigger three times
on a gun loaded with one cartridge. Defendant's trial testimony was that he did not think
the gun would go off because he had placed the cartridge immediately to the right of the
firing pin of the five chambered revolver. Id. at 446-47. In my first year criminal law class,
several students familiar with firearms demonstrated with an unloaded revolver how defendant could have made the mistake he did, thus resolving, at least to my satisfaction, the
mystery of Malone. Had the same demonstration occurred at trial, the second tragedy of the
young man's conviction might have been averted.
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me for years. Successful criminal defenses do not get appealed. They are
not transcribed. They do not-become the subject of written opinions and,
therefore, do not appear in law school texts. The defense version of reality lacks a literature, a coherent, organized text of what constitutes a defense. That appellate opinions are themselves stories, containing narrative structure and authorial voice, has been observed frequently enough
to have become banal.' s Indeed, the whole movement towards personal
narrative's in both scholarly legal writing and legal education has arisen
in part because of the disenchantment with the pretext of a neutral voice
in the more traditional scholarly forms. The meaning that I attach to the
word "narrative" is somewhat different from my complaint concerning
the void in' the teaching of criminal law. By narrative, I mean not merely
a personal story but a spoken one.2 0 The unavailability of written texts of
successful criminal defenses is the crux of the problem that the defenseoriented student confronts in law school. As much as I have enjoyed the
law and literature movement, the appellate casebook method of teaching
criminal law misses one-half of the story, and I have never seen any scholarly awareness of this peculiar and unique deficiency." The peculiarities
of the appellate casebook method combined with the peculiarities of
American criminal jurisprudence suggest why a special need exists for the
spoken tradition of telling "war stories" that pass along vital knowledge
among criminal defense lawyers and among the generation currently in
law schools.
The lack of written materials on the mechanics of criminal defenses
makes perspective by storytelling a necessity rather than a pedagogical
choice. The fragile spoken narrative becomes the sole source of information on how effective defenses and good defense attorneys work in both
law school and practice.
The importance of the lack of a text became clear to me as I prepared
for my first jury trial. Since my method of mastering any new skill is to
begin by reading all I can about it, I began looking for examples of effective defense work in the library. With a few exceptions,22 , the great win18. See, e.g., Papke, Dischargeas Denouement: Appreciating the Storytelling of Appellate Opinions, 40 J. LEGAL Evuc. 145-59 (1990) (particularly 145-48).
19. See id.
20. LEGAL DISCOURSE, supra note 11, at 35-36.
21. My review of the works listed in a comprehensive bibliography on legal narrative
disclosed not one title suggesting awareness of this void (I confess that I did not read all of
the works contained in this exhaustive list). See Elkins, A Bibliography of Narrative, 40 J.
LEGAL EDuc. 203-50 (1990). This void exists despite the existence of several titles suggesting
that trial lawyers are essentially storytellers in court.
22. These include several biographies that appear to reproduce portions of the record in
certain cases but actually contain contemporary recollections of what was said. See, e.g., K.
TIERNEY, DARROw: A BIOGRAPHY 266-67 (1979); A. ST. JOHNs, FINAL VERDICT (1964). But see
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ning cross-examinations, trial rhetoric, and closing arguments are lost to
those of us who aspire to the same attainments. There is only one reality
that the appellate cases seem to convey, and it is objectively discernible
regardless of the position from which it is viewed. As the prosecutor's
arsenal grows in severity 8 and certainty of punishment,2 4 the criminal

defense bar still struggles to give voice and recognition to the experiences
of those who break the law2 under circumstances that do not meet traditional tests of exculpation.
What we saw in the textbooks was an "official" version of a criminal
case, reported by an appellate judge who adopted the prosecution's recitation of events. 2s It had form; it had presence; it could be looked up in

I. STONE CLARENCE DARROW: FOR THE DEFENSE, 330, 400, 440 (1941) (author had access to

actual transcripts and newspaper accounts of trials); A. STERUER, MAx D. STEUER: TRIAL LAWYER (1950) (containing throughout testimony "literally transcribed from the stenographic
records").
23. For the growing movement toward determinate sentencing, see Mistretta v. United
States, 488 U.S. 361 (1989) (upholding constitutionality of federal sentencing guidelines).
For the movement towards rejecting challenges to state death penalty statutes, see Blystone
v. Pennsylvania, 110 S. Ct. 1078 (1990). For the movement toward permitting legislatively
required sentences for special types of crimes, see McMillan v. Pennsylvania, 477 U.S. 79
(1986) (upholding challenge to Pennsylvania mandatory sentencing for predicate felonies
committed with a gun). Also for the current status of guilty but mentally ill verdicts for
mentally ill offenders, see Hadley v. Werner, 753 F.2d 514 (6th Cir. 1985) (attesting to the
hostile environment surrounding the criminal courtroom).
24. See, e.g., McMillian v. Pennsylvania, 477 U.S. 79 (1986) (holding that due process
clause is not violated by determinate sentencing scheme requiring five year mandatory minimum sentence for felony committed with a gun).
25. Typically, the use of deadly force is not exculpated unless one is meeting an immediate threat of deadly force, and yet most battered spouses or defendants are unable to meet
that test. See, e.g., Ibn-Tamas v. United States, 407 A.2d 626 (D.C. 1979), in which the
exclusion of expert testimony concerning the "battered spouse syndrome" was reversed. The
case, and the growing recognition of the syndrome, demonstrates how persistence in
presenting the story of the defense can change the law.
26. The prosecution is, of course, entitled to this version, as the verdict winner below;
see also Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 80 (1942); Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307,
326 (1979). The trial level burden of proof advantage given the individual accused of crime
is a much spoken about but rarely observed phenomenon in law school discussions of criminal cases, as these discussions center around appellate cases in Which all close questions
have been resolved in favor of the verdict winner at, trial. See PURVER & TAYLOR, HANDLING
CRIMINAL APPEALS § 154, at 32 (1956). The difference in the resources of a criminal defendant confronted with an accusation of criminal behavior backed by the power of the state is
rarely an identified factor in outcome. When a defendant has the independent ability and
financial resources to challenge the governmental view, however, the difference in result is
demonstrable, particularly in death penalty litigation. See, e.g., Stith, The Risk of Legal
Error in Criminal Cases: Some Consequences of the Asymmetry in the Right to Appeal, 57
U. CHI. L. REv. 1, 3-4 (1990) (suggesting the governmental risk of factual error at trial intrinsic to the proof beyond a reasonable doubt standard is a risk retained on appeal as a risk of
legal error due to lack of symmetrical right of appeal in criminal cases).
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the library; it could be cited in a law review article.2 7 Despite recent
grievances about the suppression of the victim's voice in the criminal
courtroom, 8 the victim's drama, durable and convincing because of its
tangible substance, has occupied center stage. The invisibility of successful criminal trial defenses in law school casebooks is directly traceable to
their atextuality. This situation had a dual impact on me and on anyone
who made the apparently perverse choice of defending people accused of
crime. First, what I needed to know to begin my career was indiscernible
within the law school curriculum, and second, my choice of criminal defense work was construed as even more iconoclastic in a world that valued
only the written word. The most serious reason for telling these stories is
to create and to amend the criminal defense text.
The drawbacks to choosing criminal defense work have not changed.
Identifying and describing a workable response to an accusation of crime
in the cases my students read, whether from my own experience or from
one that has been relayed to me, has become a way of passing on the
knowledge that not everybody did what she is said to have done, or did so
under conditions that might excuse the conduct. Asking law students to
look critically at the events that constitute criminal guilt in the courts
which announce the guilt is a difficult task because guilt is all that students see and read about. Despite the occasional scholar who delves into
the record of a criminal case and uncovers facts which call into question
the guilt that we take as fact,29 my students cannot obtain concrete examples of this, information from anywhere else unless the stories are available. Even newspaper accounts of accusation of crime are often so pre27. The invention of the printing press in 1450 in Gutenberg, Germany, had enormous
impact on the development of indigenous, vernacular literature. That the printed artifact is
not the art in itself is an important but perhaps trivial observation. As Wellek and Warren
state:
There is no doubt that much literature has been lost and thus completely destroyed because its written records have disappeared and the theoretically possible means of oral tradition have failed or have been interrupted. Writing and especially printing have made possible the continuity of literary tradition and must
have done much to increase the unity and integrity of works of art.
R. WELLEK & A. WARREN, THEORY OF LITERATURE 143 (1970).
28. See, e.g., Booth v. Maryland, 482 U.S. 496 (1987) (holding that victim impact statement offered into evidence at penalty phase of death penalty case was error); Yudof, Tea at
the Palaz of Hoon: The Human Voice in Legal Rules, 66 TEx. L. R.v. 589, 604-05 (1988)
(criticism addressed at the silencing of the victims' voices by Booth).
29. See, e.g., Kamisar, Forward:Brewer v. Williams-A Hard Look at a Discomfiting
Record, 66 GEO. L.J. 209, 215-33 (1977) (discussing significant differences in police testimony
'between the record on the motion to suppress and at trial, and the fact that the trial record
formed the basis of the facts discussed in the United States Supreme Court).
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sumptively biased that the coverage often provides the basis for a change
of venue.30
Thus, my formal education as a criminal defense lawyer consisted of
learning how the accused lost at trial, which was an ability not nearly as
useful as I had hoped. I found that I passionately hated losing, and yet I
hadn't a clue about how to win. I began working in earnest while awaiting
the bar results that would permit my appearance in a courtroom. I spent
my time in the office going through case files, preparing trial and motion
memos, and often citing dissenting opinions because they contained
"good language." One day my future partner came into my office, suppressing something that looked very much like laughter to my.inexperienced eye. No stranger to the Socratic method, he asked me "What is
your favorite case?"
"It's probably a tie," I answered, starry-eyed. "Either Gideon"' or
3 2s
Miranda.
He was unimpressed. "The best thing about Gideon is that it keeps us
all in business and it probably won't be overturned for a while.3s What do
you like about Miranda?"
Easy, I thought. This was like law school. I went off into a profusion of
praise for the Warren court's magnificent scholarship, humaneness, and
sensitivity. My partner stopped me after a bit.
"What happened in Miranda?" he inquired rhetorically, I thought, because I still didn't get it. Somewhat more tentatively, I gave what I
thought to be the "A" exam response. Again, I was cut short. "Let me tell
you what happened to Ernesto Miranda. He lost. Twice. With the statement and without the statement. I think he's doing about twenty years.
And let me tell you something else. You have spent three years reading
about losing, learning how to do it wrong, from people who have never
seen the inside of a courtroom: Maybe it's time someone taught you how
to do it right."
That afternoon, I was directed to federal district court to watch Edward Bennett Williams close in a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations ("RICO")8 4 prosecution. While I thought this was an odd way
of earning my keep, I willingly trudged off if only to escape the library
routine. When I arrived in the courtroom, it was standing room only.
30. Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717, 719-21 (1961); Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723, 729
(1963) (denial of due process to refuse request for change of venue after repeated exposure
of public to defendant's personally confessing to crimes for which he was later charged).
31. Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963).
32. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
33. The last time I checked, he was still right about this.
34. Pub. L. No. 91-452, tit. IX, § 901(a), 84 Stat. 941, 941-47 (codified as amended at 18
U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968 (1988)).
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Every available local defense attorney, some of whom I recognized only
from newspaper photographs, attended. Everyone knew each other and
seemed secure in this place. I, an interloper, expected at any moment to
have my presence challenged. This was an exclusive club to which I did
not yet belong.
Despite the packed courtroom and the electrified atmosphere, Williams
spoke quietly and simply with an intensity of concentration on the jury
that excluded all else. In deciphering the nature of the racketeering conspiracy, Williams plotted his argument around the image of a window. He
likened the trial of a case to looking through this window and seeing what
is happening on the other side. He pointed out how easy it is to misinterpret the activity on the other side when the window is smudged and dirty.
Williams then charged the government attorneys with smearing the dirt
of suspicion and insinuation on the window and obscuring their failure to
show any of the wickedness charged on the other side of the glass. He
used examples from the case itself, which sounded, in Williams's mouth,
like the typical RICO guilt by association indictment. Williams left the
jury with the task of cleaning the grime the government attorneys spread
on the window panes to "see" if any wrongdoing would be uncovered once
the window was clear.
I find it futile attempting to convey the power of this unpretentious
concept, delivered in cinematic understatement, which crystallized all I
detested about the RICO statute.3 5 I strained to hear Williams from the
back of the courtroom, and I am glad I did because the jury acquitted
Williams' client. As far as I know, that closing argument exists now only
in the recollection of those of us who heard it that day and in the parts
we have stolen for our own cases."6
Thereafter, until I was sworn in, I spent my time watching trials, asking
questions, and collecting responses from defense attorneys. They responded with incredible and typical generosity. While all of them told
stories with relish and wit, I finally began to see the purpose of this pervasive storytelling included but went far beyond the self-promotion of
35.

The fact that it loses power when written about probably demonstrates that it was

conceived as an oral, and partially performed, narrative that was committed to its own ends.
Certainly, it contained visual assertions and aural appeal, which would certainly not be con-

tained in any transcript of the argument. "Moreover, as anyone who has worked with transcripts knows no transcript is ever complete." LEGAL DISCOURSE, supra note 11, at 35. I am
reminded of a judge who rolled his eyes when charging the jury on the defense theory of the
case and turned his chair around entirely when the defense closed.
36. Certainly, this particular theme does not appear in the Williams biography, R. PACK,
EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS FOR THE DEFENSE (1983), although the foreman of the, jury in
the John Connally trial noted the lawyer's physical closeness to the jury and his lack of
theatricality. Id. at 331. Additionally, the assignment of a task to the jury is a familiar one.
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highly developed egos. Frequently, they told stories about themselves
concerning the traps they walked into, the treachery they failed to see,
and the problems awaiting a green female attorney.3 7 Mainly, however,
the stories served to pass on important information about the skills
needed to become a real defense attorney.
Some of the advice I received was almost magical in its usefulness. The
suggestion that I put foreseeable motions in writing (which was not required in the lower level of the two-tiered system in which I began my
career) resulted in my being taken seriously in my first motion to suppress. I litigated this motion with four private cocounsel. This is just an6
other example of the legal preference for paper that I first encountered in
law school. A written and filed motion required a serious and considered
response. Every time the judge asked a question for clarification or about
the law, nine pairs of eyes looked expectantly at me" (four lawyers and
five clients), as I had actually brought some cases with me to support my
motion. Although the attention made me profoundly uncomfortable, I
was completely at home with the issue and experienced incomparable
pleasure when the assigned D.A. requested additional time to respond.30
Eventually, certain qualities of effective defense and presentation of
the defendant's story emerged. Good defense attorneys make them habits. Four qualities which come immediately to mind are clarity, confidence, commitment, and creativity.
The first, the ability to focus the dispute clearly wherever it needs to be
focused, requires some experience and some sense of one's own strengths
37. The worst one actually experienced by this attorney, despite dire predictions, went
something like this:
Q. What do you do at a sentencing hearing when a judge calls you girlie?
A. You wait until after the judge sentences your client. (I would not alter this advice
despite the years that have elapsed during which I have had the time to formulate a response that expresses the shock I experienced.) Later, after my client received probation, I
made some reference to my advanced age and was told by the District Attorney in the room
that he thought this was an effective but subtle rebuke to the judge. By my lights, it was far
too subtle. It was a slip by the judge, I remain convinced, like the time I called a male
colleague the term of endearment I usually reserved for my spouse.
38. One of my colleagues (thanks, Mary) taught me a way to squirm out from under such
nonverbal signals if you want to avoid responding first. Simply look wide-eyed over at the
prosecutor, who will usually start talking out of force of habit.
39. Since this Article is about storytelling, I'll tell you what happened to my client. I left
private practice and became a defender before his trial date, while the motion to suppress
was still under advisement. The motion involved a warrantless entry into a home upon questionable probable cause to search for drugs. My client was merely present and as in the
scope of Payton v. New York, 445 U.S. 573 (1980), was still an open question, my bottom
line was to avoid a conviction entirely for this eighteen-year old kid who came to my office,
to court, and everywhere with his widowed father. Ultimately, he became my client again in
the defender's office, and his case was diverted to a program known as A.R.D. ("Alternative
Rehabilitative Disposition"). See PA. R. CraM. P. 175-86.
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and the strengths of the case. Sometimes it means learning a whole new
field, as my former partner had to do when confronted with a homicide
case in which cause of death was the primary and ultimately winning issue.40 My motion to suppress, which was in writing, inadvertently revealed some of this to me. I was in front of a judge who enjoyed being
treated as if he had some legal knowledge, and I felt relaxed responding
in that manner to the bench. I continued cultivating that mien as my
own, since it fit my general approach to authority. This eventually gave
me the reputation of being a trustworthy source of legal information in
the courtroom. The rebelliousness that attracted me to criminal defense
work did not express itself well in disrespect for the bench, although I
have seen and admired other ways of handling judges. Knowing the law,
framing questions that include key case language, and then including that
language in argument so the judge would repeat it in her points for
charge, has an unnecessarily bad reputation among criminal trial lawyers.
Some maintain that the law cannot be effectively argued to the jury, as if
the law were devoid of the facts that compose it. Regardless of how it is
accomplished, effective defense lawyers seek to identify and clarify the
winning issue whether it is through facts or law. They trust their own
judgment in selecting what will work. They choose the frame of the story
and insist upon developing it in the record.
Confidence also comes with experience. Defense attorneys are constantly baited around the courtroom by the court people, onlookers, witnesses, the press, the police, district attorneys, and sometimes by judges.
As an example, a typical first assignment for a new defender where I
worked included running a gauntlet of police officers. These officers were
to be called as witnesses for the preliminary hearings going on that day in
the police station to which they were assigned. They lined up along the
wall, watched and commented on everything. This was a tough audience
on its own turf of a police station courtroom. Everyone, including the
judge who heard the list, played to this audience. Winning their respect
meant turning around the antidefense animus that pervaded the proceedings. I was terrified of them and of the disdain they could so cuttingly
convey, though any display of that fear would have undermined my efforts to project the image of an unruffled and calm lawyer who could handle anything. Part of the job of defense attorneys is to act as a lightening
rod and take the heat that would otherwise converge on your client. You
must understand that people will vent some hateful emotions on you and
identify you with the act charged. Taking this heat requires the ability to
40. See Commonwealth v. Fried, 327 Pa. Super. 234, 475 A.2d 773 (1984) (first appeal);
382 Pa. Super. 156, 555 A.2d 119 (1989) (second appeal). The case was ultimately tried to a
not guilty verdict (C.P. Phil. No. 1979-588 (July 1990)).
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manage some very angry pedple without becoming rattled or distracted.
Confidence is a tremendously important quality, which will be shaken repeatedly in the courtroom. Stay away from people who undermine it on
whatever pretext, for they are doing you no favors.
The next quality, commitment, helps maintain the fearlessness necessary to walk into a courtroom as a defense attorney and the appearance of
relishing the prospect. All the good defense lawyers I saw displayed incredible persistence and stamina in insisting on creating the factual record, complete commitment to the position taken, and a refusal to accept
defeat or to be intimidated. Because these lawyers were known for their
tenacity, it was not unusual for a judge to see them coming and immediately suggest a sidebar beginning with the question, "What do you want
in this case?" A truly good advocate would usually have a precise answer
ready, including one that conveyed the need for a trial.' 1
Finally, creativity in preparation always seemed to show. The goals of
enhanced empathy and instinct, in seeking to dramatize the humanity of
the client and organize the case around a core concept, set good defense
attorneys apart from those simply forced into duty. Some people begin by
telling the story of the defense to a good nonlawyer friend as an acid test
of viability. In answering the questions the friend would pose, the
problems inherent in the defense would emerge. Many defense attorneys
make the mistake of thinking that their theory must be symmetrical to
the prosecution's theory. Countering the prosecution's proof, however, is
a different process. Preparing for trial meant collaring other criminal lawyers for endless discussions on approaches and theories as well as identifying and exhausting all possible contingencies. The advantage to the
storytelling tradition in this pretrial state was that other lawyers usually
had a cogent example from an experience in court to tell when cornered
with last minute questions for a practice cross-examination or help in deciding if the defendant should testify after all. Good friends and colleagues sent over cases, met you after work for a practice session, and
responded to frantic telephone calls immediately. The state of being on
trial is uniquely understood within this portion of the bar. This is the
final reason that I choose the stories I tell: to attempt to demonstrate and
recreate the immediacy of the stories of criminal defense attorneys and
the qualities of effective storytelling.
Certainly, we have all lost cases despite our best performances, and at
times, reading the transcript in preparation for appeal is a pleasant surprise. Nevertheless, when we are most effective, most committed, and
41. There are cases that cannot be resolved by a reduction of charges or a probationary
sentence. Some of the most hotly contested cases I have ever seen involved minor charges
leveled at a person, such as a police officer or law student, whose job or future depended
upon being fully exonerated.
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most eloquent the effect is the most fleeting. Our storytelling is the only
way to reconstruct those moments in the courtroom when the witness
crumbled on cross, when the cop identified the wrong defendant, when
the jury followed every word of our closing, and when we knew that somehow, this time, it all worked. Telling how these things happened is only
one part of it; listening is the other. It is the way we pass knowledge,
experience, and all that we have learned. Moreover, given the tremendous
stakes and stresses that confront any criminal defense attorney, our stories are the means by which we gain sustenance and support. Finally, in
these times of extreme animosity to the human beings we represent,
storytelling is a form of turning the public tide. It is a way of deflecting
that ubiquitous anger aimed at the criminally accused, and a way of giving a serious answer to the question, "How can you represent someone
who . .?"
Obviously, most of what I learned in those first storytelling sessions
with John Sullivan's attorney could not be used for any legal document,
and yet today it is just as obvious to me that the story illuminates and
shines through every document Sullivan's counsel ever filed. It was his
lawyer's ability to take a story, first heard in a courthouse corridor from a
prison telephone," and create a record containing at least a portion of
it-compelling those magical "findings of fact" that kept the issues, and I
believe, John Sullivan, alive for as long as they were. Somehow, his lawyer's persistence insured that part of his story would be written down.
For this reason, Sullivan's story, like Gideon's, is still alive in the cases
my students read.

42. The story of Marilyn Gelb's first involvement in the Sullivan case is stated as I recall
it being explained to me when I asked about it during that summer. Any inaccuracy is the
responsibility of this storyteller.

